CHICAGO CUBS PUMPKIN STENCIL

1. CLEAN OUT PUMPKIN, SCRAPING INSIDE THINNEST IN THE AREA IN WHICH YOU WILL CARVE THE DESIGN.

2. CUT SLITS AT DOTTED LINES AND ATTACH THE PATTERN TO THE PUMPKIN WITH TAPE.

3. USE A PIN OR TRACER TOOL TO MAKE STENCIL LINES, PIERCING THE PAPER AND DOTS ON TO THE PUMPKIN.

4. REMOVE PAPER AND SET ASIDE FOR REFERENCE.

5. USE THIN CRAFT OR PUMPKIN CARVING KNIFE TO CARVE IN PATTERN.

6. CUT COMPLETELY THROUGH RED LOGO LINES FIRST. SIMPLY PEEL/SHAVE AWAY PUMPKIN SKIN ON BLUE LOGO LINES AND LOGO OUTLINE. REFER TO KEY TO RIGHT.

KEY

- CUT OUT
- PEEL/SHAVE
- KEEP
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1. CLEAN OUT PUMPKIN, SCRAPING INSIDE THINNEST IN THE AREA IN WHICH YOU WILL CARVE THE DESIGN.

2. CUT SLITS AT DOTTED LINES AND ATTACH THE PATTERN TO THE PUMPKIN WITH TAPE.

3. USE A PIN OR TRACER TOOL TO MAKE STENCIL LINES, PIERCING THE PAPER AND DOTS ON TO THE PUMPKIN.

4. REMOVE PAPER AND SET ASIDE FOR REFERENCE.

5. USE THIN CRAFT OR PUMPKIN CARVING KNIFE TO CARVE IN PATTERN.

6. CUT COMPLETELY THROUGH W LINES FIRST. SIMPLY PEEL/SHAVE AWAY PUMPKIN SKIN GREY OF W FLAG EDGE. REFER TO KEY TO RIGHT.

KEY

- CUT OUT
- PEEL/SHAVE
- KEEP